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Hong (洪⼦子健), Yuan Goang-Ming (袁廣鳴), Yu Cheng-Ta (余政達), Victoria Sin (單慧乾)
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Chi-Wen Gallery is delighted to present a curated presentation: ENKA! Platform for
Change for Art Basel HK this year. The exhibition features 8 artists who keep keen
observation on subjects as diverse as political turbulence, vibrancy of contemporary
LGBTQ+ movements and their relation to aesthetic expression.

Bruce Yonemoto, Enka (Japanese) Kaz Oshiro, Single-channel Video, Colour, Sound, 3’53”, 2016
Courtesy of the artist and Chi-Wen Gallery

Before Social Media enabled political dissent and contributed to the rise of such political
figures as Donald Trump, early Enka, a popular Japanese music genre, was a force for social
change. Enka was first introduced as a form of oral communication to make political ideas
accessible to the public as well as to avert police interference. More recently the audience for
Enka songs has been older people, a musical vestige of a colonial Japanese past. JapaneseAmerican artist Bruce Yonemoto has restored the original political intent of Enka songs by
enlisting artists in Japan and Taiwan to write and sing contemporary lyrics to popular Enka
melodies.
Yu Cheng-Ta is one of our gallery artists who was also a participant in the Enka project. His
own work, “A Practice of Singing: Japanese Songs” examines the fidelity of exported culture.
Yu selected five popular Japanese songs to highlight cultural migration from Japan to Taiwan.
The songs’ lyrics were translated based on phonetic similarities from Japanese into English
and again from English into Mandarin. He then sang those oldies in mangled pidgin Japanese
while reading the translated texts written on giant cue cards. Awkward pronunciation and lack
of fluency were notable even to non-native speakers, which calls the act of translating cultures
into question.
James T. Hong’s video work “Apologies” is a compilation of modern political apologies and a
timeline of political progress as unrepentant recidivism and contrite repetition. The passage of
time does not heal all wounds: it cannot settle all accounts or resolve all disputes. However,
the identities of the perceived perpetrators can change, and a national apology’s task is to
document and record a symbolic act as a prelude to possible reconciliation and forgiveness.
To achieve these ends, one’s sincerity is paramount, especially while reading from a script.

James T. Hong, Apologies, Single-channel Video, Colour, Sound, 83’, 2016
Courtesy of the artist and Chi-Wen Gallery

Magnum member Chien-Chi Chang’s camera has been hovering around human diaspora for
decades. From one hemisphere to another, Chang created myriad narrations under different
series to articulate depression and hope within humanity. Selected from his ongoing project
China Town, Chang’s colour photograph “Chen X. Family, Fuzhou” (2007) unveils a scene of
daily life of a Chinese family.
In 1962, Brazilian film director Glauber Rocha released “Barravento”, which he wrote and
directed to “suggest that only violence will help those who are sorely oppressed." The political
message of basic income inequality and faith as developed in “Barravento” still finds
resonance throughout the world today. Brazilian multimedia pioneer Eder Santos created
“Barravento NOVO”, a 2-channel mapping video installation in which original images of
Glauber’s film juxtapose with new clips produced by the artist. As such a dialogue is
established between two historical moments that in the eyes of the spectator connect both by
similarities and differences.
Yuan Goang-Ming’s “Everyday Maneuver” is a video that documents the annual Wanan Air
Raid Drill, when the hustle and bustle of Taipei comes to a halt the moment the air raid sirens
sound over the city. From its inception in 1978, the drill is mandatory for all Taiwanese to join.
Despite the lifting of martial law in 1987, the drill continues to take place nationwide every
spring. Today this ritual serves as a reminder that the threat of annexation still lurks across the
strait. At the same time, this everydayness of warfare conjures a ghost city in modern-day
Taiwan that becomes the perfect selfie spot for Taiwanese young people.

Yuan Goang-Ming, Everyday Maneuver, Single-channel Video, Colour, Sound, 5’57”, 2018
Courtesy of the artist and Chi-Wen Gallery

Taiwanese photographer Su Misu is known for exploring gender, BDSM and LGBTQ topics.
Coming from a medical background, she’s interested in the “Synthetic”, the “Unnatural”, and
other embodiments, using photography to discuss the struggle between the real and the
illusory. Her work draws from Lacan’s psychoanalytic concept of the mirror stage, which is
where a subject becomes alienated from itself and is introduced into an imaginary order.
Despite her young age, Su’s photographic work is one of the highlights of our presentation due
to her unique approach and skill in style and composition. With signature pieces of her recent
series “ihategoodbye" and "I am a fake, but my heart is true” on show, one can get a clear
understanding of the trajectory of Su’s practice.

Renowned drag queen Victoria Sin combined their drag with multimedia art forms since 2013.
Alternative narration is the aesthetic prominence of their video works. In “Illocutionary
Utterances”, a high definition close-up of Sin's lip-sync in audacious makeup displayed over a
sound piece, exploring how speech acts influences one’s ascription of gender. Speech acts
which ascribe gender outside of a subject's control are compared to speech acts of selfidentity. Sounds were erased from Sin’s exaggerated mime attempts, whereas the lips still
tried to sync with an altogether different voice.

Victoria Sin, Illocutionary Utterances, Single-channel Video, Colour, Sound, 5’54”, 2018
Courtesy of the artist and Chi-Wen Gallery

“Azma” by Chien-Chi Chang is part of this year’s Art Basel HK Film Sector. For the past few
years, Chien-Chi Chang has observed and documented alongside refugees migrating from
Western Asia to Central Europe. The Syrians dubbed this chaotic displacement of people as
“Azma”, and this term later became the title of Chang’s video work on the subject. Chang
captured a specific human condition, a seemingly endless one, as he mingled amongst Syrian
refugees on their journey to Greece, travelling across Macedonia, Serbia, and Slovenia.
Finally Chang arrived in Graz, Austria where he lives. Chang tries to make a comprehensive
video project as a survey of policy-making and its effect through the years to come.
About Chi-Wen Gallery
Founded in 2004 by Chi-Wen Huang, Chi-Wen Gallery is one of Taiwan's leading galleries,
showing the best of contemporary Taiwanese art with a focus on video and photography. The
gallery is dedicated to supporting emerging artists with curatorial projects that explore the most
cutting-edge subjects and has been actively participating in local and international art fairs. As
such Chi-Wen Gallery is very much connected with today's art and represents artists whose
work continues to grow in historical importance. Over the last decade Chi- Wen Gallery has
fostered the careers of a diverse group of internationally renowned artists, both emerging and
established, whose practices transformed the way art is made and presented in Taiwan
today. These artists include Chen Chieh-Jen, Chien-Chi Chang, Chen Shun-Chu, Hung
Tung-Lu, Jawshing Arthur Liou, Peng Hung-Chih, Tsui Kuang-Yu, Wu Tien-Chang, Yao JuiChung, Yuan Goang-Ming, Yin-Ju Chen & James T. Hong, Yu Cheng-Ta and among
others.

About Artists
Bruce Yonemoto
Bruce Yonemoto (b.1949) currently lives and works in Los Angeles, USA.
Bruce Yonemoto has developed a body of work which positions itself within the overlapping
intersections of art and the cinema screen. He believes that the composition of mass media
has become a new historical site of the domination of human behavior.
Yonemoto has been honored with numerous awards and grants from the National Endowment
for the Arts, the American Film Institute, and the Maya Deren Award for Experimental Film and
Video. Bruce’s installations, photographs and sculptures have been featured in major one
person shows at the Japanese American National Museum, the ICC in Tokyo, the ICA in
Philadelphia, and the Kemper Museum in Kansas City. His work was featured in Los Angeles
1955-85 at the Pompidou Center, Paris, the Generali Foundation, Vienna, the Gwangju
Biennial, Korea, Pacific Standard Time, Getty Museum, a survey show in Kanazawa, Japan, a
retrospective at the Hong Gah Museum in Taiwan, a survey show of work he produced in
South America at the Luckman Gallery in LA, a solo show at the JACCC Los Angeles and a
retrospective at the Tate Modern London (2017). Bruce is a Professor of Art at the University of
California Irvine.
Eder Santos
Eder Santos (b. 1960) currently lives and works in Belo Horizonte, Brazil.
A pioneer of multimedia art in Brazil, Eder Santos is recognized worldwide for developing
hybrid projects that mix visual arts, cinema, theatre, video and new media.
His works integrate the permanent collections of institutions such as the MoMA in New York
and the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris, two of the largest contemporary art museums in
the world. In Eder’s wide participation in biennials and festivals in Brazil and overseas, stands
out the partnership with WWVF - World Wide Vídeo Festival, held in Amsterdam, Holland,
where the artist presented the installation “Enciclopédia da Ignorância” (Encyclopaedia of
Ignorance), also shown at the Media Art Film Festival of Milan, Italy; at the Palácio das Artes,
in Belo Horizonte and at the Luciana Brito Gallery in São Paulo.
Besides devoting himself to the creation of video installations and video performances, Eder
Santos has an award winning career as a film director, having made fifteen short films, the TV
series “Midnight Tales” (2004, TV Cultura, 90 episodes) and also the feature film “Intriguing
People” (1995), awarded Best Montage in the 17th Festival del Nuevo Cine Latinoamericano
in Havana(Cuba) and Special Mention in the 17th Festival et Forum International des
Nouvelles Images in Locarno(Switzerland).
Currently, Santos is dedicated to the production of his third feature film “The House of the Red
Sunflower”. The project is a result of the artist’s continuous experimenting with video language
and his relation with the visual arts.
Chien- Chi Chang (張乾琦)
Chien-Chi Chang (b.1961) currently lives and works in Graz, Austria.
Primarily using photography as his artistic medium, Chien-Chi Chang explores alienation and
connection between people in contemporary society by developing long- term, interactive
relationships with the subjects. In his earlier, well-known series The Chain (1993-1999) which
was exhibited at the Taiwan Pavilion of the Venice Biennale in 2001 and the Bienal de São
Paulo in 2002, Chang creates life- sized portraits of patients at Taiwan's Long Fa Temple
psychiatric hospital. His 2002 series I do I do I do exposes subtle societal factors that underpin
marriage using a photo album format. In his 2005 series Double Happiness, Chang uses a
straight- forward format to document the marriage brokerage process used by Vietnamese
brides and Taiwanese grooms. Starting in 1992, Chang became interested in themes related to
the dispersion of individuals or families from their homeland, and in the 20 years hence,
followed the lives of illegal immigrants in New York City's Chinatown who left China as a matter

of survival. Entitled China Town and still in progress, the series was exhibited in the artist’s
mid-career survey Doubleness at the National Museum of Singapore in 2008, and at the
Taiwan Pavilion of the Venice Biennale in 2009. In 2007, Chang travelled with North Korean
defectors from Northeast China to Thailand, documenting their lives for his work Escape from
North Korea, which won the Canadian AnthropoGraphia Award for Human Rights in 2011. In
recent years Chang has expanded his medium to include sound and the moving images,
which has enriched his photography-based narratives with additional, multiple elements.
Chang received his bachelor's degree from Soochow University in 1984, and his master's from
Indiana University in 1990. He began a professional career as a photojournalist in 1991, and
has worked for both the Seattle Times and the Baltimore Sun. He joined the world famous
photographic cooperative Magnum Photos in 1995 and became a full member in 2001.
James T. Hong (洪⼦子健)
James T. Hong (b. 1970) currently lives and works in Taipei, Taiwan.
James T. Hong is a filmmaker and artist who has been producing films and videos for nearly twenty
years. He has produced works about Heidegger, Spinoza, Japanese biological warfare, the Opium
Wars, and racism. Hong has participated in many important exhibitions, including: 12th Shanghai
Biennale (CN, 2018), Tales Film Program “Terra Nullius or : How to Be a Nationalist”, Guggenheim
Museum, New York (USA, 2017), “Traversing the Phantasm” Forum Expanded at 66th Berlin Film
Festival (DE, 2016), Taipei Biennial, Taipei Fine Arts Museum (TW, 2016 and 2012), “The Invisible
Hand: Curating as Gesture”, 2nd CAFAM Biennale, The Central Academy of Fine Arts Museum,
Beijing (CN, 2014), “A Journal of the Plague Year. Fear, ghosts, rebels. SARS, Leslie and the Hong
Kong story”, touring: Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul, San Francisco (2013–14), The Berlin International
Film Festival (DE, 2013), “Modern Monsters Death and Life of Fiction”, International Documentary
Film Festival Amsterdam (NL, 2012 and 2008), International Film Festival Rotterdam (NL, 2011,
2008, 2007 and 2001). Several of his films have received awards and grants, most recently one is
“Opening Closing Forgetting”, Busan International Film Festival (KR, 2018).

Yuan Goang-Ming (袁廣鳴)
Yuan Goang-Ming (b.1965) currently lives and works in Taipei, Taiwan.
Yuan Goang-Ming is one of the foremost Taiwanese artists of media art and a pioneer of video
art in Taiwan. He has started working with video in 1984 and received a Master’s degree in
Media Art from the Academy of Design, Karlsruhe in 1997. Combining symbolic metaphors
with technological media, his work eloquently expresses the state of contemporary existence
and profoundly explores the human mind and consciousness. His works, ranging from
photographs to multi-media installations, have been exhibited worldwide, including “Dwelling”
at Art Night London, Hayward Gallery, London, UK (2018), “Tomorrowland” at South Bank
Centre, London, UK (2018), “The 20th Ji.hlava International Documentary Film Festival,
Transparent Country: Taiwan”, Jihlava, Czech Republic (2017). “Ghost”, Daegu Art Museum,
Daegu, Korea (2017), “Open Space 2017: Re-envisioning the Future”, NTT
InterCommunication Center, Tokyo, Japan (2017), The 55th Ann Arbor Film Festival, Michigan
Theatre; Ann Arbor Art Centre, Michigan, USA (2017), “Before the Rain”, 4A Centre for
Contemporary Asian Art, Sydney, Australia (2017),”Mille-feuille de Camélia“, Arko Art Center,
Seoul, Korea (2016), “Disappearing Landscape ― PassingⅡ”, QAGOMA, Queensland,
Australia (2016), 13th Biennale de Lyon: La Vie Moderne, Musée des Confluences, Lyon,
France (2015), “Mobile M+: Moving Image, Midtown POP”, Hong Kong (2015), Fukuoka Asian
Art Triennale, Japan (2014), HMKV Germany, Dortmund, Les Instant Video, France, Marseille
(2014), “Schizophrenia Taiwan 2.0”, Ars Electronica, Austria, Linz (2014), “CYBERFEST”, St.
Petersberg, Russia(2014), Transmediale Germany, Berlin (2014), the 7th Asia Pacific Triennial
of Contemporary Art, Gallery of Modern Art and Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane, Australia
(2013), “In Between, Asian Video Art Weekend”, Mori Art Museum, Tokyo, Japan (2008),
Singapore Biennale 2008 : Wonder, Singapore (2008), “Our Future : The Guy & Myriam Ullens
Foundation Collection”, Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, Beijing (2008), “X-Generation :
National Taiwan Museum of Digital Art Collection Exhibition”, Engien-Les-Bain, France (2007),
“A Strange Heaven: Contemporary Chinese Photography”, National Gallery of Prague, Czech
Republic and Helsinki City Art Museum, Finland (2005), Liverpool Biennial, Tate Modern,
Liverpool, UK (2004).

Yu Cheng-Ta (余政達)
Yu Cheng-Ta (b. 1983) currently lives and works in Taipei, Taiwan.
Working primarily with non-professional actors in staged performances, Yu has developed a
body of work that deals with the interstitial spaces and humorous misunderstandings that arise
when different languages and cultures collide. Yu was featured in the Taiwan Pavilion at 53rd
Venice Biennale and has participated in many important exhibitions, festivals and biennials in
recent years such as “Tell Me What You Want” was screened at Kunsthal Charlottenborg
Copenhagen and Prospectif Cinéma, Centre Pompidou in 2018. ‘Tell Me What You Want - A
Solo Exhibition by Yu Cheng-Ta’ at Hong-Gah Museum (TW, 2017), ‘Polyphonies’ at Centre
Pompidou (FR, 2016), ‘Life in Between - Delight and Discomfort’ at Gwangju City Museum of
Art (KR, 2016), ‘Declaration/ Documentation’ - Taipei Biennial (TW, 2016), Forum Expanded at
65th Berlin International Film Festival (DE, 2015), ‘Social Factory’ - 10th Shanghai Biennial
(CN, 2015), 2nd CAFA Biennial in Beijing (CN, 2014) and Biennial Cuvée 08 at OK Center for
Contemporary Art in Linz (AT, 2012). He held his museum solo exhibitions ‘My Private Foreign
Affairs’ at Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts (TW) in 2013 and ‘Practicing LIVE’ at Taipei Fine
Arts Museum in 2014.
Victoria Sin
Victoria Sin (b. 1991) currently lives and works in London, UK.
Victoria Sin is an artist using speculative fiction within performance, moving image, writing, and
print to interrupt normative processes of desire, identification, and objectification. Drawing from
close personal encounters of looking and wanting, their work presents heavily constructed
fantasy narratives on the often unsettling experience of the physical within the social body.
Victoria Recent presentations include: BCE, Whitechapel Gallery, London(2019), DRAG,
Hayward Gallery, London (2018); The sky as an image, an image as a net, Serpentine Park
Nights, London, 2018; Swinging Out Over the Earth, Whitechapel Gallery, London (2018);
Indifferent Idols, Taipei Contemporary Art Center, Taipei (2018); Block Universe, Brunel
Museum, London (2018); A View From Elsewhere, Cafe Oto, London (2018); We Share the
Same Tears, Whitechapel Gallery, London (2018); Glitch Feminism, ICA, London (2017); TATE
EXCHANGE: GENDER TALKS, Tate Modern, London (2017).
Su Misu
Su Misu (b. 1990) currently lives and works in Taipei, Taiwan.
As a photographer, Su Misu is known for exploring gender, BDSM and LGBTQ+ topics.
Coming from a medical background, she’s interested in the “Synthetic”, the “Unnatural”, and
other embodiments, using photography to discuss the struggle between the real and the
illusory. Her work draws from Lacan’s psychoanalytic concept of the mirror stage, which is
where a subject becomes alienated from itself and is introduced into an imaginary order. In her
series ihategoodbye (2016), the artist, as the narrator in the documentation of a past
relationship, looks closely at how she felt during those special moments, just before pressing
the shutter of her camera. The virtual images reflect reality but are combined with the
instability of alienation and estrangement.
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